HOW TO
KILL A
MONSTER

Beowulf’s
Guide

WEAPONRY
Its fundamental to keep your weapons clean
at all times as they will get covered in blood
and rust up after a few battles. You must
sharpen your weapons with the finest flint
mined from the caves on the edge of Denmark
finest village. It is important to keep your
weapons locked in a chest or anywhere it
can’t be seen. Make sure you are experienced
with a sword. It’s recommended you should
train every day. If your sword breaks come to
Herot and get a new one.

Armour
For this gruesome quest your armour should
be flexible as you will need to go in all
different shapes and sizes. Your body armour
has to be strong and defending from claws,
jaws and swords. It should be forged from the
finest house and cauldron your armour will
last about a month so don’t forget to get a
new one.

Preparing for battle
You must be fit and to be fit you have to come
to the battle course everyday by the time
you’ve went round it once you have to run
round it you will have a one chance only to
write a letter to your family . if you’re
thinking you will have no food or drink your
wrong little bit of wine and lots of water.

Strategy
We have a team choice of how to attack we
have the choice of the hiding attack which is
where the team hide in one group and sneak
up on the beat or we have the choice of
surprising the beast and kill it or the ambush
attack were we charge at the beast and start
to pick at it and my personal favourite the
stealth attack were the team are low and
sneaky.

Beasts you may encounter
Some of the terrifying monsters you will come
across are the ninety sixty six eyed giant and
the forty eight legged spider the four eyed

monkey and the most dreadful of all time the
king DIPOLODOCOLUS.

Taking care of yourself
To take care of yourself you have to be good
at listening god at staying hydrated and
Fighting also taking care of your team mates.

How to choose your battles
and securing the reward
Make sure you’re not on our own when you are
battling a beast and if there’s a beast that looks
fierce and stronger than you call in an army to
help with the challenge. Also make sure it’s
worth killing the monster instead of killing little
bugs. Make sure you hard work gets paid off
with a reward.

